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letter from the editor

education, awareness, and political reform.

Last but not least, check out our three new interviews in this 

issue. For those Politico aficionados who are missing their daily 

dose of presidential election coverage, check out the interview of 

Democratic campaign consultant Joe Trippi, who sees the GOP 

going the way of the Whigs (p. 20). For the compelling story of 

John Bul Dau, a former Lost Boy of Sudan, turn to page 23. We 

round out this issue with an interview with Benjamin Jealous, the 

youngest CEO and president of the NAACP, who touches on the 

death penalty and racial equality in America in today’s era.

As always, enjoy the articles and let us know what you think in 

the comments on www.pennpoliticalreview.org. We look forward 

to hearing what you think!

Politics pervades the media. From movies to television to radio 

to the Internet, this has been a particularly big year for political 

junkies who are also pop culture enthusiasts. From drone strikes 

in “Homeland” to raids on Osama bin Laden’s house in “Zero 

Dark Thirty,” our screens have been filled with dramatizations of 

recent political happenings. In this issue, our writers take a look 

at both and analyze the ramifications of their accuracy (p. 12 

for “Homeland” and p. 17 for “Zero Dark Thirty”). Is it okay for 

a show to take artistic liberties and mislead its audience about 

contemporary policy choices? Will the shows and films influence 

voters’ decisions at the polls? What about politicians? Read on and 

find out!

On a more serious note, Vanessa Koh addresses the intersection 

of media and politics as it relates to recent coverage of rape. Koh 

writes about global rape culture and how the media inaccurately 

paints sexual violence as a problem of the East. In light of the 

extensive recent coverage of the horrific December 2012 gang rape 

in Delhi, India and the shocking August 2012 Steubenville High 

School rape, it is important for the media (including us) to step 

back and re-examine how we write about such incidents. Sexual 

violence is a tragic feature of societies around the world, as Koh 

discusses, and we must come together to eradicate it through 

Dear Reader,

Urja Mittal

PPR Editor-in-Chief
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I
n December 1991, after over 45 

years of bitter rivalry with the United 

States, the Soviet Union suddenly 

disappeared from the world map.  With 

the Soviet Union’s abrupt disintegration, 

Americans quickly believed that the 

Cold War, and the era it entailed, rapidly 

ended along with it.  As President George 

H. W. Bush said in a June 1992 press 

conference, “The Cold War days are over.”

Without question, the Cold War as 

an international conflict ended with the 

USSR’s demise; however, the persistence 

of its impact on American politics is often 

neglected.  Upon further examination, the 

decades spent waging the political and 

cultural battles of the Cold War transformed 

American political culture, installing new 

norms and values that remain present in 

the United States today.  A prime example 

of this lies in the current political paralysis 

of the United States government in crafting 

domestic policy; the persistence of Cold 

War-era beliefs makes it more difficult for 

the country’s leaders to effectively govern.

In January 2013, soon after President 

Obama’s inauguration for a second term, 

Representative Paul Broun of Georgia 

ART BY SOHEE CHA

THE 
COLD 
WAR

DAYS 
ARE 

OVER

remarked, “I think the only constitution 

that Barack Obama upholds is the Soviet 

Constitution, not this one.”  Labeling 

President Obama as a socialist or communist 

is not a new phenomenon; it reflects a 

custom among American politicians, 

born in the Cold War era, of accusing 

their opponents of secretly advocating for 

the realization of these ideologies.  For 

instance, during the 2012 Presidential 

Election, the formerly leading candidate, 

Governor Rick Perry of Texas, asserted in 

a debate, “I make a very proud statement 

and a fact that we have a president that’s a 

socialist.” Even Governor Mitt Romney, the 

Republican Party’s nominee for president, 

aired an ad intended for Spanish-speaking 

voters that featured Hugo Chavez and 

Fidel Castro’s niece endorsing President 

Obama.  While the Cold War may be over, 

this practice demonstrates how the process 

of accusing a public individual of being 

a communist or socialist still permeates 

American political discourse.  The use 

of these Cold War anxieties serves as a 

political tool for politicians to dissuade 

voters from voting for their opponents.  

The Cold War also shapes the United 

States’ attitude toward defense spending.  

Without question, in the aftermath of 

World War II, the rivalry with the Soviet 

Union led to an incredible buildup of the 

U.S. Armed Forces.  With nuclear war as 

a plausible reality, the need for a strong 

military became an important concern for 

citizens.  While the threat of the Soviet 

Union may be eliminated, hesitancy to 

lower the level of defense has remained 

since the end of the Cold War. The effect 

implied here is, perhaps, best summarized 

by President Dwight Eisenhower in 1961, 

when he warned the nation of the dangers of 

a “Military-Industrial Complex.” He argued 

that the military and defense industry 

would become intrinsically connected 

to the government and politicians, 

making it difficult for the government to 

detach itself from defense spending.  In 

this speech, he said, “This conjunction 

of an immense military establishment 

and a large arms industry is new in the 

American experience. The total influence 

-- economic, political, even spiritual -- is 

felt in every city, every State house, every 

office of the Federal government.”  While 

the arms race of the Cold War has drawn 

STORY BY GREGORY SEGAL
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to a close, the unwillingness to cut defense 

spending continues, as Eisenhower warned.  

Even as the country faces an urgent deficit 

crisis, dialogue regarding altering defense 

spending remains influenced by this 

military-industrial complex. Take the 

recent Presidential campaign as an example: 

In October 2012, Governor Romney noted,  

“I don’t think you cut military [spending] 

for purposes of balancing a budget,” while 

in a debate on foreign policy, President 

Obama noted that his budget would not 

be “reducing our military spending—it is 

maintaining it.”  Without question, neither 

politician wanted to seem as though he 

were making the country vulnerable by 

cutting defense spending.  Because the 

country is so intrinsically tied to the defense 

industry, it is more difficult for the nation 

to pragmatically consider all options on the 

table to reducing the government deficit.

The Cold War also has a lasting effect on 

the qualities Americans seek in a President.  

While the Cold War may be long over, 

citizens still look for leaders who assume 

the persona of a “cold warrior.”  The image of 

presidents from the Cold War, steadfast and 

uncompromising, continues to provide the 

mold for present-day candidates.  While this 

is a popular model for what defines a strong 

president, the willingness to compromise 

becomes perceived as a sign of weakness.  

This encourages politicians to become more 

unwavering in their positions and be less 

willing to adapt to changing circumstances 

and situations.  In a world without a single, 

clear ideological enemy, the manner in 

which a leader approaches diplomacy is 

too complex for this archetype to endure.  

By insisting on uncompromising leaders, 

Americans encourage politicians at all levels 

to take on these attitudes, impeding the 

government’s ability to come to agreements 

on important domestic and global issues.

As the next generation of voters reaches 

adulthood, the ability to recognize these 

aspects of American political culture is vital.  

Since today’s young voters did not grow up 

during the Cold War, these beliefs will seem 

entirely foreign.  To combat the paralyzing 

impact of these beliefs, voters must 

understand their origins and allow their 

country to move beyond its entrenchment 

in the political practices of the past in 

order to promote social, economic, 

and diplomatic progress in the future. 

USA USSR
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STORY BY BENJAMIN DROZ

T
here is a reason why I read

political books. It is not because I 

love the often dry, statistics-filled, 

obviously self-promoting style of similar 

texts; it is because these texts often have a 

therapeutic quality. I follow and participate 

in politics in this country, because I feel a 

nagging frustration with all that surrounds 

us. What drives me forward is waiting and 

hoping that others want to scratch the same 

itch. In Republic, Lost, Lawrence Lessig 

adheres to what is most basically true in the 

United States and refuses to align himself 

ideologically. He proceeds to emphatically 

and powerfully denounce the money-

carved path that our government follows.

Lessig begins by stating that Americans 

overwhelmingly believe that money 

changes votes in Congress. Lessig cites 

figures as high as 71% of Republicans and 

81% of Democrats in agreement, although 

there are few high-profile cases or openly 

corrupt people accepting bribes and being 

hauled off to prison whom reform-minded 

individuals can point to. This is not because 

there is no one to prosecute such people. 

It is because the people in the government 

and lobbying world are intelligent and they 

obey the letter of the law, and the letter of 

law creates perverse incentives. But since 

there is no single person who is wrong in 

the eyes of the law, or who is accepting 

direct bribes, the evil of this hideous 

edifice is compounded a thousandfold. 

Lessig sets out to convince readers that the 

energies of the citizenry are truly needed.

Lessig points to one simple truth 

in his book: the American people 

overwhelmingly believe that there is a 

problem, and they disapprove of Congress. 

That in itself is enough to demand change, 

he says. However, Lessig argues that the 

biggest obstacle facing any would-be 

reformer is the lack of a smoking gun for 

any of these illicit activities. Any would-

be reformer would face serious obstacles 

trying to find evidence of a specific 

Congressman receiving money and then 

changing his behavior and voting patterns 

to align with the interests of the donor. 

This sort of straightforward pattern 

will never be found. It does not exist.

There is no need to buy a politician who 

does not believe in what you do, because 

there are plenty of politicians who will 

believe in it. Campaigns cost immense 

amounts of money, and Congress members 

LOBBYIST, VOTES, AND 
MONEY, OH MY!

REVIEW: LAWRENCE LESSIG’S 
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do not have large salaries, so most 

politicians must fundraise three to five days 

a week, according to Lessig. This allows for 

lobbyists to exert influence by financially 

supporting candidates. The process, Lessig 

says, does not necessarily change votes, but 

rather draws all of Congress’s attention to 

certain areas of interest. Business will always 

spend huge money, because, as Lessig says, 

the return on this sort of “investment” 

is upwards of 700%.  This “investment” 

is the money that businesses spend on 

lobbying efforts, and the “returns” are 

the profits that the businesses experience 

as a result of urged legislative action.

Lessig provides many specific examples. 

One is the persistent question of why 

taxes are so complicated for the average 

individual and why the IRS does not 

just send people a simple tax bill to pay, 

like a credit card bill. This sort of reform 

was under way in California until Inuit, 

the maker of TurboTax software, spent 

millions of dollars to kill the reform. This 

sort of legislative perversion is problematic 

if Lessig’s conjecture is assumed to be 

correct, because it means that Congress 

represents solely the interests of the affluent. 

Obviously, this is quite a claim, and Lessig’s 

examples led me to be somewhat skeptical, 

but the facts are well-cited. I walked away 

and found myself wondering just what lies 

behind Congressmen’s actual decisions, 

and this skepticism and “lens” through 

which to look at politicians’ behavior 

is the book’s most valuable takeaway.

Lessig addresses the problem of 

campaign finance corruption directly in 

his four prescriptions. First, Congress 

could pass campaign finance reform, 

difficult as that may be. Secondly, an 

activist could run for election in multiple 

Congressional districts continually. This 

process would cost incumbents money by 

forcing them to campaign hard until they 

work toward campaign finance reform. 

Alternatively, a President could keep 

Congress from functioning until Congress 

passed campaign finance reform. Finally, 

a Constitutional Convention could pass 

a campaign finance reform amendment.

Of these four options, Lessig thinks that 

the Constitutional amendment is the most 

viable, as it neatly skirts Supreme Court 

rulings. This belief largely stems from the 

fact that a Constitutional amendment 

would be more expedient in simply 

outlawing the behavior that Lessig believes 

to be at the heart of most of America’s 

ills. Lessig believes that campaign finance 

reform could take the shape of a $50 

voucher for each voter, with outside 

donations limited to $100 per person.  

Lessig is broad in his scope, persuasive in 

his arguments, and biting in his bipartisan 

criticism, but the largest issue that he leaves 

on the table is one that will not easily be 

circumvented: all of the solutions that 

he advocates require people to run for 

office or for laws to be passed by existing 

legislators — all without falling into the 

system that exists. Truly, Lessig demands 

huge efforts from a united citizenry, a 

citizenry that needs to be far more active 

in its efforts to reform the government. 
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STORY BY JONATHAN FRIED

E
xtreme ideological polariz-

ation and large structural deficits 

are a match made in hell. Indeed, 

it is quite possible that, given the yawning 

chasm between congressional Democrats 

and Republicans, the U.S. will stagger from 

one mild fiscal crisis to the next. Perhaps the 

real drivers of our structural budget deficit 

will be successfully addressed, and perhaps 

not. But policymakers on both sides of the 

aisle should at least acknowledge that the 

gap between our national revenues and 

outlays is driven primarily by Medicare. As 

the ever-increasing cost of health insurance 

for the elderly continues to swallow an 

ever-larger proportion of national GDP 

(in the nation that spends the largest 

proportion of its GDP on health care in 

deficit spending, and a greater proportion 

of it each year. On January 28th, former 

Federal Reserve Vice Chairman Alan 

Blinder warned that Medicare spending will 

“swallow up everything” if left unreformed; 

in lieu of a significant increase in the payroll 

tax, major reforms will be necessary.

However, as Katherine Baicker and 

Helen Levy suggest in a recent New 

England Journal of Medicine article, reform 

must strike a balance between financial 

protection for seniors and incentives 

for efficient use of care that will help to 

ensure that Medicare will be solvent for 

future generations without undermining 

its fundamental insurance value. After 

all, Medicare is an insurance program, 

designed not only to ensure seniors’ access 

to medical care but also to protect them in 

the event of a catastrophically expensive 

medical event. 

This implies several common-sense 

changes. First, increase the age of eligibility 

to at least 67. At the time of Medicare’s 

enactment in 1965, the average American’s 

life expectancy was 70 years; today it is 

78, and the relentless advance of medical 

technology has revolutionized end-of-life 

care (while also making it extraordinarily 

expensive). Just two years of delayed 

eligibility, predicts the Congressional 

Budget Office, would reduce spending by 

$125 billion over the next decade, lowering 

its share of federal spending in 2035 from 

5.0% to 4.7%.

Second, restrict the eligibility of those 

who can afford the costs of medical care 

with little or no assistance. “Means-testing” 

Medicare, suggests American Enterprise 

Institute scholar Andrew Biggs, “could 

help avert America’s entitlement crisis” by 

limiting benefits based on beneficiaries’ 

lifetime earnings. Under Obamacare, about 

the developed world), the need for a candid 

national discussion about the nature of care 

rationing and the resources we are willing 

and able to commit to end-of-life care will 

be impossible to ignore.

In a world of infinite resources, these 

difficult conversations would not be 

necessary. But as Medicare enrollment 

jumps from about 50 million beneficiaries 

to 81 million by 2030, this $550 trillion 

program’s share of GDP will increase from 

3.67% to 5.8%. Medicare now faces an 

unfunded liability of $38.6 trillion over the 

next 75 years, and the Hospital Insurance 

Trust Fund will be exhausted by 2024. It 

should come as no surprise, then, that 

healthcare spending is the primary driver of 

the national deficit, accounting for 15% of 

DIGNITY
FOR ALL
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9-14% of retirees will pay higher premiums 

based on their wealth. “These,” says Mr. 

Biggs, “are both exceedingly modest 

means tests… and bear little resemblance 

to the sorts of eligibility tests employed 

in programs intended for the poor.” As it 

stands, Medicare offers the same benefits 

to all regardless of need, prior earnings, or 

contributions to the program; in fact, the 

average beneficiary contributes $119,000 to 

Medicare in taxes but receives $357,000 in 

benefits. For the rich, this makes little sense.

Hospital insurance (Part A) accounted 

for about 50% of Medicare’s $550 billion 

footprint in 2012. Although Medicare 

physician insurance and prescription drug 

plans (Parts B-D) are funded mainly by 

monthly premiums, hospital insurance 

is financed by the Hospital Insurance 

Trust Fund. A flat payroll tax of 2.9-3.8% 

provides most of the Trust Fund’s revenue, 

but only the first $110,000 of wages is taxed.  

Eliminating that cap so that all wages are 

taxed at that flat rate could make the tax 

much less regressive and ensure that all 

pay their fair share into Social Security and 

Medicare. Alternatively, one could take 

the opposite route: increasing premiums 

based on income. One proposal, suggested 

by John Holahan and Stacey McMorrow of 

the Urban Institute, suggests “increasing 

average Part B and Part D premiums in a 

way that would reduce them for low-income 

people but increase them for middle- and 

high-income people.”

Finally, and most importantly, 

acknowledge the program’s fundamental 

problem: a flawed incentive structure for 

beneficiaries as well as physicians. On 

the one hand, fee-for-service payment 

structures encourage physicians to over-

prescribe care, especially as the prevailing 

high-liability atmosphere continues to 

drive up national healthcare expenditures 

via defensive medicine. Mark Neuman, 

an anesthesiologist at the Hospital of the 

University of Pennsylvania and a Senior 

Fellow at the Leonard Davis Institute for 

Health Economics, catalogues an example 

of this trend in the evolution of surgeons’ 

willingness to refrain from treatment 

over time. “Technological advances have 

lessened the risks associated with anesthesia 

and surgery,” he writes, “allowing patients 

previously deemed ‘too sick’ to be cared 

for safely in the operating room.” Where 

once surgical textbooks remarked that 

“often the highest product of a seasoned 

and responsible surgical judgment is the 

decision not to operate,” now they often 

ignore these decisions. Addressing financial 

and medical cost-benefit analysis in 

medical education is central to “controlling 

the financial and human costs of hospital 

care,” but it must be accompanied by legal 

changes, including “safe harbor” medical 

malpractice reforms that would restrict 

the liability of physicians that adhere to 

recommended treatment protocols, and the 

adoption of alternative payment structures 

like bundling, a quality-based model which 

provides one single payment for an entire 

“episode of care” like a surgical procedure, 

instead of the prevailing, quantitative fee-

for-service model, which involves billing 

for each separate service individually. 

These are controversial reforms: bundling 

in particular may fail to provide sufficient 

reimbursement for expensive care 

episodes, dis-incentivize physicians to 

provide beneficial services, and lead some 

doctors to avoid expensive patients (like 

those who do not take their prescribed 

medications). Nevertheless, the fact 

remains that defensive medicine and over-

prescribing are driving Medicare’s costs 

into unsustainable territory. Somehow, the 

cost curve must be bent downward.

The problem, however, is not limited to 

physicians: Medicare also encourages over-

utilization of care among its beneficiaries. 

More cost-sharing is necessary to stop 

Medicare beneficiaries from over-utilizing 

care and bankrupting the Medicare trust 

funds. Today, many seniors purchase 

supplemental Medicare insurance 

(Medigap) plans to cover costs that 

Medicare alone does not cover; however, 

many of these plans allow beneficiaries 

to pay almost nothing out of pocket for 

the first Medicare services they receive, 

providing “first-dollar coverage.” Studies 

show that Medigap policyholders use 

about 25% more services than other 

enrollees, driving up the cost of Medicare. 

Vouchers are one solution to this problem; 

a better one would involve limiting 

first-dollar coverage and streamlining 

Medicare’s complicated cost-sharing into a 

single combined annual deductible while 

instituting an annual catastrophic cap on 

health expenses to protect seniors in cases 

of serious health events. These reforms 

and others were outlined by Senator 

Orrin Hatch in a speech in January; all 

are sensible proposals that would reduce 

patient over-utilization and help to keep 

Medicare solvent for the foreseeable 

future.

Politicians must also avoid a 

convenient but poisonous path: punishing 

“greedy” physicians with cuts to physician 

reimbursement. This is foolish and 

unsustainable: even the Affordable Care 

Act’s built-in Medicare cuts may lead 

many physicians into insolvency and force 

them to stop taking Medicare patients, 

to say nothing of further ones like the 

perpetually impending Sustainable 

Growth Rate (SGR) cut. It is not easy to 

say the inconvenient truths in American 

politics: care is rationed in the U.S. and 

everywhere else, whether by price, by 

private insurers, or by the government. 

It is time the government openly 

acknowledged that for Medicare.

Before he signed Medicare into law in 

1965, Lyndon Johnson declared that “No 

longer [would] illness crush and destroy 

the savings that [older Americans] have 

so carefully put away over a lifetime so 

that they might enjoy dignity in their later 

years.” For nearly fifty years, Medicare has 

protected the dignity of older Americans; 

now, however, we must ensure that we 

can say the same for many generations to 

come. 

“Defensive medicine and 
over-prescribing are driving 
Medicare’s costs into 
unsustainable territory.”
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I
t is rare to hear Belarus counted 

among states accused of human 

rights violations. American scholars, 

commentators, and writers tend to focus 

on China, Iran, Syria, and North Korea as 

the world’s worst human rights offenders.  

Since its separation from the Soviet Union 

in 1990, however, Belarus has maintained 

one of the world’s worst human rights 

records. Belarusian leader Alexander 

Lukashenko has served as president 

since 1994, ostensibly elected to four 

terms in office. His reign over the former 

Soviet nation has brought forth extreme 

limitations on basic freedoms, such as 

freedom of speech, assembly, and privacy, 

and accusations of rigging elections. Many 

have called Lukashenko’s regime the last 

remaining dictatorship in Europe. Because 

of the lack of democracy and prevalence of 

human rights abuses in Belarus, sanctions 

on the regime must be continued in order 

to pressure the government to move toward 

democratization.

Lukashenko has been accused of 

suppressing opposition candidates and 

unfair elections. Just recently, in the 2010 

presidential election, two presidential 

candidates were seriously beaten by police. 

On election night, rioters and protesters 

inundated the capital in a wave of over 

10,000 people, which resulted in the arrests 

of seven opposition presidential candidates. 

Lukashenko dubiously won reelection 

with 79.65% of the vote. Consequently, 

his inauguration was boycotted by EU 

diplomats with only 32 foreign diplomats 

in attendance.

Following the elections, authorities 

raided the offices and homes of hundreds 

of opposition leaders, democratic activists, 

and civil society organizations across 

the country. Although the Belarusian 

constitution calls for freedom of speech 

and press, individuals cannot criticize 

the government publicly, wear masks, or 

display unregistered flags and symbols. 

Insulting the president or even insulting 

Belarus abroad could result in multiple 

years in prison. The Information Ministry 

can suspend newspapers for three months 

without a court ruling. Police crackdowns 

have been common after local and foreign 

journalists reported being victims of 

physical violence during a 2010 incident. 

Multiple journalists have disappeared and 

are still unheard of, leading to suspicions 

that Lukashenko had them kidnapped. A 

2010 Reporters Without Borders ranking 

put Belarus at 154 out of 178 in its 2010 

Press Freedom Index.

President Lukashenko’s authoritarian 

rule has also directly threatened American 

lives. In 2008, American attorney Emanuel 

Zeltser and his assistant Vladlena Funk 

were kidnapped in London by Belarusian 

KGB agents. The two were flown to Belarus 

and imprisoned and tortured for over a 

year, while Lukashenko proclaimed that 

the two would not be released until the 

United States lifted sanctions against him. 

Although there has been no official response 

to the release of the hostages, it is believed 

that the U.S. State Department made a deal 

to provide IMF credits to Belarus.

 Lukashenko is also known to have made 

highly controversial statements. According 

to The Jerusalem Post, Lukashenko stated 

in 1995, “The history of Germany is a 

copy of the history of Belarus. Germany 

was raised from ruins thanks to firm 

authority and not everything connected 

with that well-known figure Hitler was bad. 

German order evolved over the centuries 

and attained its peak under Hitler.” In 

addition, Lukashenko infamously insulted 

openly gay German foreign minister Guido 

Westerwelle in 2012, stating, “better to be a 

dictator than gay.” Lukashenko’s corruption 

and agenda to undermine the desire of 

the Belarusian people for true democracy 

extend far beyond the aforementioned 

human rights violations. Having been 

an ardent supporter of relations with 

Russia and even having voted against the 

independence of Belarus from the Soviet 

Union, Lukashenko remains one of the 

worst violators of human rights. The United 

States and others must continue to push for 

democracy and freedom in the imprisoned 

nation.

In 2011, the Belarus Democracy 

Reauthorization Act of 2011 was signed 

into law by President Obama. The act 

reaffirmed the Belarus Democracy Act of 

2004, which authorizes the assistance and 

promotion of democracy, human rights, 

and rule of law in the Republic of Belarus. 

Although relations between the European 

Union and Belarus were improved in 2008, 

they once again turned sour in 2012 as the 

EU announced another year of sanctions 

against individuals and companies linked 

to the government. The EU cited the failure 

of an improvement in human rights by 

Lukashenko’s government. Additionally, 

the EU called for the release of all political 

prisoners and declared that refusal to do so 

would result in continued sanctions.  More 

attention, pressure, and sanctions from 

other nations must be placed on Belarus 

to hasten the implementation of real 

democracy. Without this, the status quo 

will be allowed to prevail and Belarus will 

remain a democratic dictatorship for many 

years to come. 

PRESIDENT ALEXANDER LUKASHENKO: 

STORY BY ANTHONY CRUZ
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headline led me to think about the real life 

application of “Homeland.” How is this 

show, which just received a Golden Globe 

for Best Television Series, influencing the 

American public’s perception of the United 

States’ counterterrorism operations?

President Obama has remarked that 

“Homeland” is his favorite television 

show, and I would have to agree with his 

assessment. It has been intriguing to watch 

MEDIA  &  POL IT ICS

CIA officer Carrie Mathison attempt to 

prove that Nicholas Brody, a U.S. Marine 

who was held as a prisoner of war in Iraq 

for eight years, has been “turned” and is 

plotting against the United States with Abu 

Nazir. “Homeland” provides viewers with 

what seems like an inside look into how 

the CIA conducts its operations. Although, 

the series has  undoubtedly been subject 

to Hollywood embellishments, especially

[WARNING: If you have not watched the Showtime series Homeland and plan to, this article contains spoilers.]

THE POLITICS OF
HOMELAND

STORY BY NADIA TAREEN

E

A
s I was scrolling through 

the latest headlines on January 3, 

one particular news story quickly 

caught my eye: “Taliban leader Nazir killed 

in drone strike.” As an avid fan of the series 

“Homeland,” I marveled at how life was 

imitating art. The Showtime series revolves 

around the CIA’s efforts to kill an infamous 

terrorist with the same name, Abu Nazir, 

often through the use of drone strikes. The 
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with artistic liberties taken in the portrayal 

of the CIA, not all of the audience may see 

it that way. Reviewers have commended the 

show’s “credibility.”  Indeed, Damian Lewis, 

the British actor who plays the protagonist 

Brody, told the British newspaper Metro 

that “Homeland” is so popular because it is 

“grounded in a political reality.”  

What are the implications of having 

so many viewers buy into the reality that 

“Homeland” has created? The creators of 

the show wield a large amount of power, 

with the ability to focus the attention of a 

very large audience on controversial U.S. 

policies. The most important narrative 

in “Homeland” revolves around Brody’s 

plot to assassinate the Vice President and 

avenge the deaths of numerous innocent 

Iraqi children, whom he saw killed by a 

U.S.-ordered drone strike. The viewers 

are able to witness for themselves the 

potential for drone strikes to recruit 

more terrorists and incite hatred toward 

the American government and people. 

Issues of privacy and human rights also 

surface throughout “Homeland.” Once 

the CIA is able to capture Brody, Carrie 

Mathison and her team interrogate him 

right outside of Washington D.C., even 

though he is a Congressman at this point. 

Carrie informs the indignant double 

agent that he is not allowed a lawyer due 

to the Patriot Act. This situation is grossly 

unrealistic, according to The Daily Beast’s 

interview with Rick “Ozzie” Nelson, who 

has actually served in the CIA and worked 

for the National Counterterrorism Center.  

Nelson commented that the interrogation 

scene generally followed common CIA 

procedures, and the show’s portrayal of the 

bureaucracy surrounding counterterrorism 

operations is grounded in reality. However, 

Brody would never have actually been 

interrogated on U.S. soil without legal 

representation, and more importantly, the 

CIA does not even operate in the U.S. It is 

the FBI’s responsibility to collect domestic 

intelligence regarding U.S. citizens and 

engage in spying within American borders, 

so in reality, Carrie Mathison would not 

even be in the picture. When asked about 

the opinions of government officials 

regarding “Homeland,” Nelson remarked, 

“They see it as entertainment…People talk 

about the plot and can’t wait to see what 

happens next, but no one in the community 

thinks, ‘That’s what I do; they really got it 

right.’”  

This major inaccuracy in the depiction 

of the CIA as running operations on 

American soil brings into question the 

motivations of the creators of “Homeland.” 

The audience can see how dedicated the 

CIA’s officials are to protecting the nation, 

while also witnessing the flaws of their 

conduct. Carrie informs Brody before his 

questioning, “Thanks to your friends, we 

have broad powers to interrogate.” This jab 

at the Bush Administration for the Patriot 

Act, as well as the program’s focus on the 

problems surrounding drone strikes, 

suggests that the writers are encouraging 

viewers to examine the government’s 

policies with a critical eye. The audience 

even watches Carrie engage in blatant 

racial profiling when she accuses her 

coworker Galvez of working with terrorists, 

only because he has a Muslim last name 

(he turns out to be completely innocent). 

Some writers in the media have remarked 

that “Homeland” is encouraging more 

prejudice through this portrayal, but by 

showing how wildly incorrect Carrie is in 

her accusation, the show actually appears 

to be condemning such thoughtless and 

racist behavior. 

The majority of the audience of 

“Homeland” watches the show for its 

entertainment value, not for its implicit 

political statements. Personally, I cannot 

wait until Season 3 begins in September, 

and I constantly am trying to convert my 

friends into fans so that I can watch reruns 

with them. I will, however, encourage these 

new viewers to watch the show with a keen 

eye for its underlying messages. Even if 

“Homeland” seems to be nothing more 

than an edge-of-your-seat thriller, it is 

putting forth some critical messages. The 

fact that even the President is taking notice 

illustrates the tangible impact this show is 

having on American public perception.

MEDIA  &  POL IT ICS
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T
he brutal rape and subsequent death 

of a 23-year-old student in India 

have sparked outrage and protests 

against endemic gendered violence. 

However, there is something unsettling 

about the way western media has relayed 

the story of this rape and has handled 

rape culture. Libby Purves of The Times 

asserts, “Indian women need a cultural 

earthquake,” as “murderous, hyena-like 

male contempt is a norm.” She is not alone: 

The Daily Telegraph states, “The crime has 

highlighted the prevalence of sex attacks in 

India,” while The Globe and Mail asks, “Can 

horror over rape prompt cultural change in 

India?”

All of these writings allude to the idea 

that rape culture is prevalent only over 

there, in a backward nation that has never 

sought to understand and protect women’s 

rights. At a time when India was ablaze with 

outrage and protests demanding change, 

western media was preoccupied. Journalists 

criticized Indian society and dropped 

uncomfortably antiquated, widespread, and 

self-righteous neo-colonial remarks that 

negatively impact society. Purves claims 

that in India, sexual harassment and assault 

are looked upon as a “male birthright,” 

especially in Delhi, where there are “tens 

of thousands of newly urbanized [men], 

from villages still almost medieval.” Every 

aspect of Indian culture has been heavily 

scrutinized and deemed unsatisfactory. 

Western news tells us that rape is what 

happens in a “totally patriarchal” society.

What is lacking here is a more 

result in an arrest, let alone a conviction. In 

the fall semester of 2009 alone, The Daily 

Pennsylvanian reported three cases of rape 

involving Penn students, with two cases 

occurring at Penn fraternities.  

Furthermore, gang rapes, as it turns 

out, are not only endemic to India’s “totally 

patriarchal” society but to our own as well. 

Take the stories of the alleged rape of an 

unconscious teenager by football players of 

Steubenville High School, the six men who 

kidnapped and gang-raped a 14-year-old in 

Chicago, or the four men who punched and 

gang-raped a 15-year-old in Louisiana. The 

pattern of horrific violence against women 

is grossly overlooked, as Washington seems 

to be more concerned about the lengths 

that Chuck Hagel should go in order to 

prove his hatred for Iran than they are 

about Todd Akin’s disturbing remark that 

women cannot get pregnant during a sexual 

attack. Purves declares that we have moved 

on from the barbaric problems of rape and 

sexual abuse, as “We in the West have the 

introspective reflection on the rape culture 

at home. It is easy to point fingers and assume 

that because we live in developed countries, 

rape cannot possibly be as pressing an issue 

here as it is in “oppressive India.” Before 

launching into critical opprobrium of the 

troubled Indian society, the western media 

might do well to consider statistics about 

rape at home. It appears that we in the West 

are just as barbaric as the “hyena-like” men 

of the subcontinent. Owen Jones of The 

Independent reports that in an Amnesty 

International poll in the UK, “Only four 

per cent of the respondents thought that 

the number of women raped each year 

exceeded 10,000.”  And yet, according to 

the Government’s Action Plan on Violence 

Against Women and Girls, “80,000 women 

are raped a year, and 400,000 women are 

sexually assaulted.” The United States is 

not an exception to this disturbing cultural 

phenomenon. There is a reported rape in 

the United States every 6.2 minutes. Never 

mind that only 24 percent of alleged rapes 

STORY BY VANESSA KOH

“First World Problem”

Let us not talk as though sexual 
violence is some cultural 
phenomenon endemic only to 
the East.”
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COUNTRIES WITH THE HIGHEST RATES OF RAPE

     *** Rates per 100,000 people

RAPE STATISTICS IN AMERICA 
AND AROUND THE WORLD
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luxury of fretting about feminist issues such 

as magazine images, rude remarks and men 

not doing housework.” Perhaps this is the 

problem.  Not only is this mindset arrogant 

and condescending, it also inadvertently 

highlights the troubling possibility that 

we are too caught up in what we consider 

“first-world problems” to see violence 

against women as a universal problem and 

to recognize that there are no signs of it 

slowing down.    

Developed countries, unfortunately, 

still provide breeding grounds for such 

violence through the sexual harassment 

and objectification of women. In a survey 

by the American Association of University 

Women, 48 percent of high school 

students experienced some form of sexual 

harassment. Owen Jones reports, “41 

percent of women aged between 18 and 34 

had experienced unwanted sexual attention 

in London.” Some may consider “jokes” 

about rape as casual and harmless banter, 

but this nonetheless normalizes rape and 

violence against women. Then, there is the 

unfortunate case of the classic refrain: “It 

wasn’t rape. She was clearly asking for it!” 

A survey conducted in the UK by Amnesty 

found that “A third of Britons believed a 

woman acting flirtatiously was partly or 

completely to blame for being raped, while 

over a quarter found women who were 

wearing revealing clothes or were drunk 

shared responsibility.” A judge in California 

echoed this censure two months ago when 

he asserted, “If someone doesn’t want to 

have sexual intercourse the body shuts 

down.” He continues, “The body will not 

permit that to happen unless a lot of damage 

is inflicted.” From automatic suspicion 

to insensitive jokes, it is clear that we do 

not take rape or its survivors seriously. 

The highly controversial gang rape of a 

teenager by the Steubenville High School 

football team managed to elicit asinine 

and vulgar jokes, as a former Steubenville 

student joked that “There won’t be any 

foreplay for a dead girl.” Moreover, instead 

of expressing outrage and concern, many in 

Steubenville have claimed that the victim 

made up the rape allegations to threaten 

the football program. If there is any good 

that can come from these horrific stories, 

it must be an increase in public attention 

and awareness of these issues.  Even though 

some of us roll our eyes at the solemn 

“Call it what it is” video that Penn students 

watch during NSO, it is imperative that we 

understand that sexual violence is prevalent 

everywhere.

Libby Purves declares, “We in the 

West are looking eastward in disgust.”  

Perhaps we would do well to look inward 

and ponder the way our own societies are 

handling this universal issue. Let us look 

eastward in support of women’s rights in 

India; let us express indignation over the 

injustice women around the world face 

daily and demand change. But let us not 

talk as though sexual violence is a cultural 

phenomenon endemic only to the East. 

Photo from Mirror
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A
CIA operative orchestrates

an elaborate plot to rescue six 

Iranian hostages in Ben Affleck’s 

“Argo.” America’s 16th president illustrates 

the power of compromise as he works 

to pass the thirteenth amendment in 

Steven Spielberg’s “Lincoln.” And, an elite 

team of Navy SEALs raids a Pakistani 

compound housing the world’s most 

wanted man in Kathryn Bigelow’s “Zero 

Dark Thirty.” 2012 was a history buff ’s 

year to head to the movies. While all three 

of the aforementioned flicks have stirred 

some controversy, one in particular has 

been targeted for its violent subject matter. 

Numerous politicians, members of the 

media, and ordinary citizens have singled 

out “Zero Dark Thirty” as everything from 

an affirmation of Nazism to an endorsement 

of torture. 

“Zero Dark Thirty” chronicles the 

story of a young CIA officer who devotes 

her professional career to gathering 

and analyzing evidence related to the 

whereabouts of Osama bin Laden. It is 

through her research and intellectual acuity 

that the military garners the information it 

needs to pin down bin Laden’s location and 

eventually send in the team of Navy SEALs 

that finishes the epic manhunt for good. 

The depiction of how that information was 

collected, however, has been the primary 

reason the film has received so much 

criticism and raised so many questions. 

The notion that waterboarding led to bin 

Laden’s capture has been heavily disputed by 

prominent officials. Senators John McCain, 

Dianne Feinstein, and Carl Levin wrote in 

a bipartisan letter to the film’s distributor, 

Sony Pictures, that the film was “grossly 

inaccurate and misleading in its suggestion 

that torture resulted in information that led 

to the capture.” Senator McCain has been 

especially outspoken on the matter, saying 

the film provides “ammunition” to Islamic 

terrorist groups and poses an immense 

security threat to our nation. This raises 

a much larger question about the art of 

cinema — to what extent should filmmakers 

intervene, if at all, when recreating a real 

situation?

Re-creations of historical events in 

the cinema have been around since the 

beginning of film itself. The cinematic 

experience provides a unique portal through 

which viewers can be transported to a time 

in the past. However, with the creation of 

a screenplay comes the distortion of some 

actualities. Films should be allowed to 

distort certain truths so long as they stay 

true to the heart of the story. It is the right 

of the production company to distribute a 

film that may feature a few inaccuracies. 

Surely the First Amendment protects this 

right. Moviegoers should not walk into a 

movie theater under the impression that 

what they will see is entirely true. People 

often watch movies because of the dramatic 

action involved, and sometimes, events 

must be dramatized in order to make them 

interesting for a commercial audience. 

Mark Boal, the film’s writer, explains that 

producing a movie like “Zero Dark Thirty” 

is a two-part process — the writer must 

gather as much information as possible 

about the event he or she wants to write 

about and then mold the information into a 

screenplay. In truth, retelling events exactly 

as they happened often does not appeal to 

a commercial audience. In the end, Boal 

feels that the film captures the essence of 

the mission, and so do I. Boal spent his fair 

share of time in the Middle East, working as 

a journalist during the start of the Iraq War. 

In my view, his account of the happenings 

of the military is just as credible as someone 

who makes decisions from a corner office 

on Capitol Hill.

Industry insiders feel the controversy 

surrounding the film contributed to 

director Kathryn Bigelow’s surprising 

Oscar snub, but Bigelow has not been 

afraid to face her critics. In an op-ed piece 

in The Los Angeles Times, she explains, 

“Those of us who work in the arts know 

that depiction is not endorsement. If it was, 

no artist would be able to paint inhumane 

practices, no author could write about 

them, and no filmmaker could delve into 

the thorny subjects of our time.”

Just because some people are afraid to 

witness what it took for America to track 

down the perpetrator of the 9/11 attacks does 

not mean that the public should be shielded 

from it. In addition, just because a filmmaker 

chooses to tell a controversial story does not 

mean that he or she endorses the actions 

conveyed. Similarly, just because a senator 

says something is not portrayed correctly 

does not mean it is not being portrayed 

correctly. Zero Dark Thirty is a spectacular 

film adaptation of one of the most historic 

manhunts in our nation’s history, and I 

was thoroughly entranced, intrigued, and 

entertained — and that is all one can ask for 

when they purchase a movie ticket. 

HISTORY 
REPEATS 
ITSELF...
SORT OF ?
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A
CTOR GERARD DEPARDIEU’S 

public renunciation of his French 

citizenship in response to the 75% 

marginal tax rate instituted in France by 

President Francois Hollande acted as a 

warning sign, suggesting that Europe’s high 

tax model is quickly becoming obsolete. 

While this individual case was in many 

ways particular — the Supreme Court 

eventually annulled the rate and Depardieu 

himself only paid it because he was one of 

a few thousand citizens to make over one 

million euros per year — the sentiments 

he expressed in his letter explaining his 

renunciation of his citizenship were not 

uncommon. After noting that he had paid 

85% of his income in taxes and hired 80 

people last year, Depardieu stated “I am 

neither worthy of pity nor ‘admirable’ but 

I shall not be called ‘pathetic.’” Indeed, in 

a poll conducted after the incident, 70% of 

respondents expressed their support for the 

exiled actor. 

Countries all over Europe have been 

struggling with similar problems since 

2008. Italy and Greece have both faced 

high tax evasion rates and resorted to ever 

more restrictive ways of cracking down. 

In an effort to curb the cash economy, 

which reduces the ability of the state to 

tax economic activity, Italy has imposed 

limits on the amount of cash that can be 

withdrawn. It has also introduced the 

so-called redditometro (income-meter), 

an online tool that gives Italians rough 

estimates of what they should be paying. 

This latter anti-evasion effort became 

an issue during the recent electoral 

campaign, with the newly-rebranded 

populist Silvio Berlusconi attacking the 

Monti government for creating a police 

state. Meanwhile, French Minister Jerome 

Cahuzac has launched a campaign to 

combat tax evasion and collect an extra 

one billion euros in revenues. Finally, while 

the Greek government has promised to 

increase its tax revenues in an agreement 

with its international lenders, its problems 

have continued to multiply. Two reports 

by lender countries have determined that 

Greece has raised only half of the additional 

income needed and has performed only half 

of the audits it had planned. This failure to 

crack down on evasion has deepened social 

tensions by suggesting that the government 

is unwilling to go after the wealthy and 

prefers to increase the burden on the middle 

class. This build-up of resentment, coupled 

with governments’ attempts to scrape the 

bottom and collect any revenue they may 

have missed, suggests that these nations’ 

economic situations are unsustainable.

The economic problems on the 

revenue side of the equation are further 

compounded by the refusal of European 

governments to reform their approach to 

expenditures. After all, if governments were 

less profligate in their spending or increased 

their operational efficiency, the high taxes 

would be more acceptable. However, there 

has been no indication of either of these 

changes occurring. In France, President 

Hollande has continued with his high 

spending programs, undeterred. His clash 

to stop steelmaker ArcelorMittal from 

closing plants and laying off 600 employees 

suggests that Hollande is not willing to 

leave behind the big-government strategies 

pioneered by former Socialist President 

Francois Mitterand. Similarly, in the recent 

Italian campaign, all major parties promised 

tax reductions, especially in the dreaded 

IMU property tax, but have floated only 

TIME TO GET SERIOUS
The Way Forward for Struggling European E
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minor and unconvincing plans to reform 

spending. Even Monti, who had been 

praised for giving Italy credibility abroad, 

has suggested his willingness to undo many 

of the actions he took to return Italy to a 

balanced budget. The likely major winner 

in Italy, the Democratic Party, has been 

running on a platform similar to Hollande’s, 

calling for more state involvement in the 

economy, more large-scale government 

programs, and stronger cooperation with 

Susanna Camusso, the leader of CGIL, the 

largest Italian Labor union.

The actions and programs of these 

European governments can be understood 

through the lens of Walter Russell Mead’s 

“Blue Social Model,” a combination of 

government intervention and cooperation 

with business and labor that characterized 

the United States in the 1950s and Europe 

throughout the post-war era. While Mead 

applied this model to American politics, 

it is clear that his world of stable lifetime 

white- or blue-collar jobs, a growing state, 

earlier retirement, and shorter work hours 

also applies to Europe. Nevertheless, 

Europe also shows all of the deficiencies 

that Mead uses to suggest that the model is 

broken beyond repair. Indeed, the growing 

costs of unionization and the increasing 

fiscal pressure resulting from an aging 

population are in many ways far worse in 

Europe than they are in America.

Real change, though, looks difficult. 

Whenever a state has attempted to introduce 

modifications to its tax code or has started 

an austerity program, extreme parties 

promising an easy way out have emerged. 

Greece, the country that has suffered 

the most in the recent economic crisis, 

witnessed the rise of two radical parties in 

S 
Economies

STORY BY EDOARDO SARAVALLE

its most recent elections. On the left, the 

communist Syriza party has promised a 

painless end to the recession, free from any 

meaningful reforms to the state in terms 

of taxation, spending, and efficiency. On 

the right, the neo-Nazi Golden Dawn has 

resorted to the scapegoating of immigrants 

and minorities in order to attract the 

population mired in fiscal disillusionment. 

In Italy, the Movimento 5 Stelle (Five Star 

Movement) has emerged in response 

to the policies of Monti. The party has 

captured the Italian electorate’s anger at the 

government for the misuse of its money 

but failed to promote a meaningful agenda 

for change. Finally, even in France, which 

has not been subjected to any tough cuts or 

reforms, the far-right Front National, led 

by Marine LePen, has been gaining ground 

with its xenophobic messaging.

In this difficult climate, when deep 

reforms are needed and the specter of 

extreme political movements looms large, 

Europe desperately needs both a paradigm 

shift away from the old model and political 

actors who can convey to voters that the 

high-tax, high-spend model that voters are 

accustomed to is no longer feasible. These 

countries also need political parties that 

can convince voters that a new economic 

paradigm would not be the end of the 

world and that, if proper actions are taken, 

they could build a new path to prosperity. 

Most fundamentally, struggling European 

nations need to transcend the old divides of 

left and right that characterize most of the 

political discourse. A possible way forward 

has emerged in Italy, where the minority 

party Fare per Fermare il Declino (Action to 

Stop the Decline) has proposed a platform 

of lower taxes and reduced spending. The 

party’s leader Oscar Giannino has been 

regularly invoking the motto “Spezziamo 

le catene” (“Let’s break the chains”) to 

highlight the stifling effect high taxes have 

had on the country. However, while this 

movement may represent a way forward, 

it has failed to make a large impact on the 

national conversation.

When confronted with Europe’s difficult 

situation, one recalls a witty quip of the 

Italian writer Ennio Flaiano: “The political 

situation is bad, but it’s not serious.” It is 

time to get serious and find a new approach. 

1. FRANCE 75%

2. SWEDEN 56.6%

3. DENMARK 55.4%

4. NORWAY 54.3%

5. FINLAND 53%

6. NETHERLANDS 52%

7. SPAIN 52%

8. AUSTRIA 50%

9. BELGIUM 50%

10. PORTUGAL 46.5%
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What do you see as the future of campaigns 

in terms of using the Internet and 

innovative technology? In 2012, we saw 

extensive use of digital campaign tools, 

such as data mining, micro-targeting, and 

extensive voter databases.

It’s already changed politics how we 

know it, in terms of being able to connect 

people to each other. It’s obviously changed 

the way we communicate and now with 

big data on top of it. It has gotten to point 

where the Obama campaign knew that if 

a woman between the ages of 40 and 49 

who liked the “Ocean’s Eleven” Facebook 

page got a message from George Clooney, 

she would give more money. You are able 

to really use data in a way to communicate 

with people much more directly about 

something that really matters, even if it is 

a movie that’s making them connect with 

you. So you are going to see more of that.

The problem is that you cannot predict 

what the next big thing is. In 2003, when 

I was working for the [Howard] Dean 

campaign, YouTube didn’t exist. Twitter 

didn’t exist. The iPhone wasn’t released 

until 2007. Facebook was on its second 

college campus. Still, we were able to raise 

more money than anyone in history and do 

all the things we did on the Internet. But it 

is hard to predict what the next thing is. It 

is probably mobile.

I think like the Dean campaign: We 

raised $59 million in the 2004 campaign 

and broke Bill Clinton’s record [from] when 

he was sitting president, and Howard Dean 

was somebody nobody knew. We broke it 

because of the Internet. Obama made us 

look like a joke four years later. We hit $59 

million but he raised a half billion. This 

time he does $790 million online. By 2016, 

there is going to be a campaign that makes 

Obama’s look like a joke. Just as Obama’s 

first campaign made Dean’s look like a joke 

and then the second Obama campaign 

made the first one look like one.

The reason is, like [James] Carville used 

to say, “It’s the economy, stupid.” It’s the 

network, stupid! And the network is getting 

bigger each year [and] growing every year; 

more people are online on the network. 

And the tools are on the network. Whether 

it is broadband, video, Twitter, apps, the 

tools on the network are more powerful 

than they were the day before. It was not 

about Obama’s campaign making the Dean 

campaign look stupid. It’s that that’s how 

big the network grew and how powerful the 

tools grew [to be] in four years. The data 

mining tools were suddenly in place to 

make the first [Obama campaign] one look 

like it wasn’t as strong as the second one. 

Whether it is 2016 or 2020, there is going 

to be another big move where we all go, 

“How’d that happen?”

As elections and campaigns progress over 

time, the losing party tends to learn from 

the lessons of their loss. Leading up to 

the 2012 campaign, everyone was saying 

Obama had used big data in 2008 and 

that the Romney campaign would have 

learnt from that. Nonetheless, the Romney 

campaign faced problems with ORCA 

[Republican voter database] and they did 

not end up using big data effectively. Do 

you think the GOP will learn to be able 

to use big data by 2016, or do you think 

it will become a Democratic tool and that 

the Republicans will have to use something 

else to gain an advantage?

The Republicans didn’t have to. In 2004, 

the president was George Bush. He didn’t 

need to go raise a lot of money from $5 

or $10 people. He was the President of 

the United States. Every big dollar in the 

country was covering their bets by giving 

him all the money. So it was the Democrats 

who were struggling financially and had to 

find a different way to do it. How do you get 

a lot of people to give you $15? That’s what 

the Dean campaign did. So we all built that 

network. That network is getting bigger and 

bigger. But [the Republicans] didn’t need it.

In 2008, [the Republicans] don’t really 

see all this coming and are still fundraising 

with their big money people. Even if 

Obama makes the Internet thing happen, 

they think, “We can compete with that.” So 

[the Republicans] wake up the next day and 

realize its half a billion dollars — we’re dead. 

So what did they do? They didn’t say let’s go 

build a grassroots digital army. They said 
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let’s go create super PACs. Let’s just get five 

billionaires to write big checks to compete 

with a half a billion dollar campaign. That 

was their answer. Now they wake up and 

go, “Wow, we can raise as much as the army 

but they still have an army on the ground 

that can get votes out.” They thought they 

could raise the half the billion dollars from 

billionaires and then pay people to organize 

get out the vote. 

Do you think Republicans will learn from 

this election and come back in 2016 by 

working on digital grassroots?

They’ll work on it. But here’s the 

problem: If we [Democrats] have 30 million 

people in our network and you have two 

million in yours, and tomorrow I say go 

find one friend, one family member, one 

co-worker, one neighbor to join us and you 

send your two million people do the same, 

you are behind. Thirty million can replicate 

themselves a lot more than two million 

can. It’s not about how [the Republicans] 

can catch up. It’s like the Democrats are 

Amazon.com and the Republicans are 

Barnes and Noble and Amazon.com gets 

hundreds of millions of people to buy books 

Amazon, and Republicans are Barnes and 

Noble and haven’t even come out with 

the NOOK® (Barnes and Noble’s eReader 

tablet) yet.

What we know about the Internet is 

that the first mover on anything — for 

example, eBay on auctions — [succeeds]. 

That doesn’t mean there are no other people 

selling books online, but it’s tough to catch 

up. After eBay started out, has someone 

taken them out as the better auction place? 

It usually doesn’t work that way. It is the 

network effect.  It’s a different medium. 

If you can come up with enough money, 

the network is the network. That’s the first 

thing.

The second thing is look at when [the 

Republicans] dominated. Why did they 

dominate? Because they had top-down 

message discipline. They all knew exactly 

what to say on television and radio from 

the top. A message to go out to everybody 

in the party who speaks on TV: “Today 

you are saying this…these are the key 

words.” Like “job creators.” How do you 

get everybody in the party saying “job 

creators?” It wasn’t even a term everybody 

used. It’s not like saying “business owners.” 

The [Republicans] are really good at that.

The problem of that [strategy] is 

that on online social media hates being 

dictated from the top. So what makes 

[the Republicans] great in the old media 

makes them horrible at building an online 

social network. Democrats are totally 

disorganized. Republicans come into the 

room and the boss says, “This is what we 

are saying today.” Us [Democrats], we want 

to make sure we hear everybody’s voices. 

We want to have consensus.  We want 

everybody’s viewpoints, so we are lousy 

at this top-down thing. We are so used to 

decentralized, let-it-go messaging, which 

used to get us killed in television-driven 

campaigns. Everybody knew what Ronald 

Reagan’s message was but what were the 

Democrats trying to say?

What’s happening now is that [the 

Republicans] are behind on the network 

and in the way they operate. This happened 

[after] the Clintons in 1992 and 1996. They 

know how to re-elect a president. TV was 

big in the 1990s.  [But the Clintons] were 

not active in 2004, and in 2008, they run 

the old campaign. Obama was around in 
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out. If you don’t the change the dynamics 

of the party and the demographic groups 

you reach out to — if, for instance, young 

people were leaving that party — you might 

as well give them a can of arsenic and say 

drink this. A lot it’s the intolerance of anti-

gay, immigration stuff. Young people can be 

fiscally conservative and libertarian. One 

thing they are not is against these social 

issues. This party, for whatever reason, 

cannot stop rubbing these issues in your 

nose. 

Along those lines, do you think the 

Republican Party could do an ideological 

turnaround on these social issues?

No — that’s why I think they are dead. 

There are people who are 30 today, and 

their only intolerance is of people who are 

intolerant. They are not going to become 

intolerant as they get older.

This is what’s happening in this party 

— they are going extinct. You see this 

already with Rand Paul saying he is for 

immigration. He is backtracking. Now you 

[Paul] are competing for a small share of 

Democrats. But you just lost the whole base 

of your party who doesn’t believe in this.

2004 and runs the new campaign. They 

wake up and realize this. The Republicans 

are like this, [too], and are caught off-guard 

and now really behind. They get religion 

involved, and I don’t know if they can catch 

up, because the network effect is different. 

They are used to the TV thing. You wake 

up tomorrow and all the tweets are [about] 

“job creators.” It is inauthentic. It’s a very 

alien way to do things, and I am not sure if 

it is going to work. 

What Congressional and gubernatorial 

campaigns are you watching leading up to 

2016?

The whole House [of Representatives] is 

going to be interesting in 2014. Things are 

changing so rapidly that it is possible that 

the Democrats might take back the House. 

Even though that is impossible on paper. 

No party makes gains in their President’s 

second term in the midterm elections. I 

think Reagan picked up two seats, and he 

is the only president to have done it. And 

we are talking two, not 35. But I think there 

is a going to be a real battle for the House, 

and I think there is a chance the Democrats 

could shock everybody. 

How? 

There is a chance that the brand of the 

GOP is so damaged from 2012. I don’t 

mean this as a partisan issue. I think 

there is a chance we are going to break 

tradition. By all normal historical records 

and trends, Republicans should gain seats 

in 2014. [But] I think Republicans will lose 

seats, and it will be [due to] a “stop the 

chaos” movement. For years, people liked 

divided government, because they liked 

for one party to stop the other from doing 

anything. This divided government doesn’t 

work so well. People may say, “stop this 

chaos,” and throw the Republicans out. It 

would be a stunner.

I think the Republicans are on their way 

to becoming like the Whigs. I think the 

Internet makes it much more likely that 

you’ll see a third party.

A third party replacing the Republican 

Party? 

There might be three, but the GOP will 

die if another [party] emerges. I used to 

think it would be the Democrats. One of 

these parties is going. I thought it would be 

us [Democrats] until Obama came along.

The GOP hasn’t won. The only places 

they can win are where they draw lines. 

They lost the Senate majority that they 

should have, because you can’t change the 

lines of states. [Same with the] presidency 

— you can’t draw a piece of Canada in to 

get more of your votes in. The reason they 

have the House is, because they drew seats 

to be safe.

Do you think the Democrats can overcome 

the gerrymandering to win in 2014?

Little known fact: The Democratic 

candidates for the House of Representatives 

got several million more votes than 

the Republicans for the House of 

Representatives — two to three million 

more. We [Democrats] won the Senate, the 

presidency, and more votes in the House. 

The only thing that protected [Republicans] 

was the gerrymandering. The question is, 

are people so sick of what is going on that 

Democrats will win when they shouldn’t 

[in 2014]? If they don’t and the lines are too 

good, in 2020 [the lines] get redrawn again 

and then [the Republican Party] will die 
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What an amazing story. What would you 

say was the most difficult thing about your 

journey to the refugee camps that most 

Americans don’t really understand or 

think about?

Well, there are so many things, including 

the prospect that you never had someone 

with you from your family. At that time 

I didn’t have my mother. Nobody from 

my family was there, so it was only my 

neighbor. So that was a very difficult part, 

to have no family members at that age. At 

that time, I was 12 years old.

[There were also] other difficulties —  

where are you going to eat?  I mean, there 

was no food to eat, so you only lived on wild 

fruit, like a bird, chewing grass, like a cow, 

so that you could stay alive. A thing like 

thirst was also difficult. At that time, I still 

remember, I could not find water for almost 

two days, and some of the boys who were 

with me started to, you know, dropping and 

didn’t want to go and died there. Others 

drank human urine or ate mud so [that] 

they could stay alive. It was a situation that 

I think I will never forget. So I don’t know if 

anyone in the United States — well, maybe 

there are [people] — but it’s not generally 

known in America that you can drink a 

thing like that. I mean, human urine [so] 

that you could stay alive, or eat mud. It was 

very difficult.

You had a lot of experience in refugee camps 

and you understand what refugee camps 

often lack the most. Many Americans don’t 

understand these needs and sometimes 

donate the wrong things or donate to the 

wrong charities to support these refugees. 

What would you recommend that an 

average American donate if they want to 

help?

From my African perspective, when you 

want to help me, I have no reason to say, 

“Help me with this.” To choose how you 

want to help me. When we were in such a 

desperate situation, we had no choice to 

say, “Hey, don’t send this food, send this 

thing to me.” It is up to the individual who 

is giving. But what I would really add to 

John Bul Dau is one of the Lost Boys of the Sudan and the founder of non-profit organizations that benefit those who are displaced 

by the conflict in Sudan. Born into a tribe in the southern region of the war-torn Sudan in 1974, Dau had to flee attacks on his 

village at the age of 8 and travel on foot for almost three months without his family to reach safety. After four years in an Ethiopian 

refugee camp, he fled again when war broke out in Ethiopia. As a member of the thousands of “Lost Boys of Sudan,” Dau was forced 

to trek hundreds of miles, facing starvation and violence until he reached Kenya. It was not until 2001 that Dau was resettled in the 

U.S. with the help of a church from Syracuse, NY. Afterward, Dau located his mother and sister and brought them to America. He 

is now pursuing an education at Syracuse University.

 

Dau is the founder of three successful non-profit organizations that benefit those who are displaced by the Sudanese conflict. Dau’s 

relocation and his early experiences in the US are the subject of God Grew Tired of Us, a film which won the Grand Jury Prize and 

the Audience Award at the 2006 Sundance Film Festival.

that is that when I was in refugee camps, 

there was no food at all. The food was not 

enough. They gave us a very small, like 

maybe about five pounds of dry corn for 

half a month — about 15 days. So that food 

may not last a complete two weeks. It would 

just maybe last eight days. So that means 

you were left with six days with no food at 

all. So if you want to help, help with food, 

because it’s a basic thing. It’s something that 

saves your life.

[Donate] a thing like clean water. Things 

like education. If you want to donate 

something that will last, it’s education. 

Because that person will be educated and 

be able to help himself or herself and help 

other people. Help those who are in refugee 

camps with education. Try to start little 

schools, even if it is a school under a tree 

where you can pay a teacher by notebooks 

and pencils, I think it’s enough. I think 

it’s really, really important to give a gift of 

literacy if someone wants to do something. 

Give a gift of literacy, but I’m not taking 

away the fact that you have to also provide 

food for these people. Without food, 

John Bul Dau
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maybe a man will say, “Oh no!” “Did you 

forget?” “What?” He just forgets like that. 

Or a husband will say, “You know, honey, 

why did you just forget that?” This is tied to 

American culture; it’s this obligation.

During Christmastime, if you go to 

a typical American home with children, 

everybody is making a list. Maybe 15 things 

listed—I need this, I need a watch, I need a 

computer, I need whatever it is. Later, this 

list changes hands, and they are hoping that 

one of the items on this list will be given to 

them as a gift. Well, it’s no longer a gift if you 

ask for it. It’s not a gift anymore. A gift in my 

African — my South Sudanese perspective 

— is something that you give me, whether 

that is a pencil, and you think, “This is a gift 

that I’ll give to John,” and it is just a pencil. I 

will take it dearly because you placed value 

in it, love in it. You place that sense of a gift 

in to it. It’s a simple pencil, as we know it is. 

But from the person who gives it, it places 

a value that is so important. And so I will 

keep it dearly as mine.

At some point in America, they give you 

a gift followed by a receipt, maybe tearing off 

the price. But they give you a receipt saying, 

“If you don’t like it, you can return it.” Why 

you can’t go to the classroom. So these 

things, such as basic medical services and 

medicine, help people very much. I think 

if you are an American who just wants to 

help, it’s your choice. It comes from your 

heart, and so I would not say, “Don’t give 

things like that.” But what I’m saying, 

because I was a former recipient of those 

things, [is that] food works very well [and] 

education works so well, because it will last 

for that individual’s life.

Having to start your life all over again in 

America must have been very difficult. 

What kinds of resources—from the 

government, from charities—were 

available to you, and do you think that 

there were enough?

The resources available were the 

Americans. The American people were the 

resources that I would never really want to 

take time not to appreciate. Because when 

we came here, the American people were 

so good, especially from my church. People 

were coming to my apartment to help give 

us orientations on how to turn on or off the 

lights or how to do the groceries and how to 

take a bath and how to find a job and getting 

in to the library and giving your card and 

how to enroll in school there. Showing us 

basic needs of life — how to communicate, 

how to be able to fit in to the community, 

how to avoid getting in to conflict with the 

law of the country. It was something that 

I could never really appreciate enough, 

because the American people have been 

helping us so much.

Government? I don’t know. I mean, 

the government has done something. 

They agreed that we should be brought to 

the United States, and so I appreciate the 

government for helping with such a policy. 

An immigration policy for bringing us here. 

So we came to America legally, and that is 

through the government. But, as you know, 

governments have so many children, and 

so paying attention to particular children is 

not a government tradition. They bring you 

here and leave you there. If there no choices 

or American people, I think it would 

have been very difficult for us because 

the government brought us and then just 

said, “Three months, that’s it; you’re done.” 

Okay, bring someone from South Sudan, 

from different places, and bring them to 

the United States and help them for three 

months, do you think that’s enough? I 

don’t think that’s enough, because you were 

brought like you were coming to a different 

planet. America was like a different planet, 

because I didn’t know anybody here, almost 

everything was completely different —  

culture, weather, the way they do things. It 

was unbelievable — completely like I was 

going to the moon, because I don’t know 

anybody on the moon. So bring somebody 

to the moon for three months and leave 

them there and say, “You are on your own, 

including [in] finding a job and holding a 

job.” I think it was just very tough. It was 

too soon for us to just be living like that, 

but I think I appreciate that, too, because it 

helped me to become who I am today. But 

other South Sudanese Lost Boys did not 

make it, so it was tough on them. I thought 

the government could give us at least five 

to six months, and then we could be able to 

navigate America.

What was the biggest culture shock you 

experienced when you arrived here in 

America?

There are so many things that were 

culture shocks for me in America. 

Obviously, many people would agree with 

me—the weather. In Syracuse, it’s very cold 

during the winter time, so I was taken from 

an extremely hot to an extremely cold place.

The other striking culture shock that I 

have observed in my 11 years in the United 

States is that I came to understand that 

America is a country of obligation. It’s a 

society that has things that if you don’t 

do them, you’ve really lost your face. For 

example, what do people do here come 

February 14? That is Valentine’s Day, right? 

If you fail to give a card or flowers or 

something to your girlfriend, there’s going 

to be a war. Or if you fail to give it to your 

boyfriend, that is going to be a tough time. 

Or maybe between a husband and a wife. 

So you must do that obligation. And you 

see Americans running almost to the day of 

Valentine’s Day and people are like, “Oh, let 

me go and get a card, otherwise I can’t go 

home or I’ll get beat up,” or something like 

that. Not literally beating up people, but 

you are disappointing them. Anniversaries, 

the time when a couple gets married. If 

you happen to not really know, maybe 

your wife will say, “Honey, what are we 

going to do now for our anniversary?” And 
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would you return a gift? Gifts cannot be 

returned. And so, I think it’s a country of 

obligation. That is what I think is a striking 

difference from my own culture. What I 

observed in the United States is a cultural 

difference that is really remarkably clear. In 

South Sudan, you really know birthdays, 

and if you miss birthdays, it’s really not a 

big problem. Our love is not placed on 

items. Our love is placed on true heart, 

and it has to be that. It should not always 

be told or seen in items. If you transfer 

your love from your heart to an item, that 

is a love that is going to disappear at any 

time.  Because an item is going to disappear 

or break, right? So that’s how I look at it, 

and I want to really have Americans look at 

what they do. It’s not a bad thing, it’s their 

culture. But transferring, placing a value of 

love in to an item doesn’t last longer.

Turning toward the political situation 

in the Sudan, do you feel that with the 

founding of South Sudan as a separate 

nation, your homeland is now on the right 

track? What do you think needs to happen 

next to fix the most pressing issues that are 

still present?

First of all, I want to thank God for 

helping us to become what we are today, 

and I appreciate those who have been 

helping us, including the United States, the 

U.K., Italy, Norway, the countries bordering 

South Sudan — Kenya, Uganda, Ethiopia, 

and Eritrea — and the United Nations. The 

list is long. But most of all, I want to thank 

President George W. Bush, who really 

helped us so much and is our hero in South 

Sudan, [along] with Colin Powell and his 

first administration. They helped us, and 

God bless their lives. I’m very happy to 

see that South Sudan is now independent 

and is good. Now, we [have] turned our 

back to those bad days that happened, 

being persecuted and so on, and that’s no 

longer there. I think we got rid of such 

mistreatment.

I am also afraid that our new country 

might be devolving into other problems 

because of such weak leadership that is 

not doing what it’s supposed to do. Things 

like killing other tribe’s tribe members 

could be avoided. [But] although I voice 

my pessimism, I’m still hopeful that our 

country is going to be okay. I am giving 

them some chance, or some time, to realize 

where they are leading our country toward 

right now. I think South Sudan could avoid 

problems that every country went through, 

but we need to have good leadership.

What do you think America can do to help 

achieve this stability in South Sudan?

The challenge to America that I have 

right now is this: Do you give birth to 

a child and then don’t raise that child? 

That’s a simple question. Why I am asking 

that question is that the independence of 

South Sudan largely came from the United 

States, from the support we got from the 

Bush Administration, the support that 

we got from the Obama Administration. 

Now, they are not helping South Sudan as 

much as I wanted. That’s why I pose the 

question. South Sudan is like it was sent to 

adoption and adopted by a very bad mother 

[or] a bad couple. It should be one of the 

priorities of [the] foreign policy of this 

Administration. They helped us become 

independent, but why do you think we will 

be able to help ourselves when we are still 

weak, we are still young? We are not yet on 

our feet, so I’m asking them to come back 

here. Continue to help us. Get involved in 

things like tribal fights. I don’t think the 

government is going to stop it very soon, 

so I’d like to have the United States come 

up with good policies that help us — giving 

us good infrastructure, roads, things where 

we can up our hand against criminals. If 

you can’t, we’re making a criminal kingdom 

— crime is here and there. People go and 

murder people in that village and take 

their cows and cattle, goats and so on, 

and they go on without being punished. 

America has to help us a lot with bringing 

culture, bringing schools, bringing security, 

especially infrastructure and hospitals. And 

maybe that will bring [crime] down.

What do you think your legacy will be in 

the history of South Sudan?

I don’t think I have a legacy, and if I have 

a legacy, I think it would be a legacy that 

revolves around people — helping people. 

If I can, [to] revolutionize the way our 

people think, change the way they think. 

The way they think is still on a tribal line, 

a very rudimentary way of thinking, i.e. “If 

I have a disagreement with this person, I 

must destroy that person,” and that would 

be a solution. No. You may disagree with 

someone, but the better way is to sit down 

and negotiate and see each other’s claim, 

each other’s position, and that will bring 

people closer. I would like to change that 

thinking. I would like to bring economic 

revolution to South Sudan. We have a huge, 

huge country. It’s like Texas and a half. And 

how many people? Just eight million people. 

So huge land, very fertile, and very good. 

We can really feed Africa. South Sudan will 

become the food basket of Africa if we can 

do well, if maintained well. If I can become 

someone who can do something, bring 

economic revolution South Sudan, I think 

it’s good, so those little children [who] are 

so hungry can have enough food to eat. 

Those mothers and fathers who sometimes 

don’t sleep at night, because they don’t 

know how to feed their families and how to 

bring food tomorrow. If I can [change the] 

scenario that they are in, I think I’d like to 

see myself doing something like that. I just 

want to be a change that is positive. If I can 

do it, I think it will be hallelujah.

This interview contains minor edits for 

grammar and clarity.
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think you’re doing what you’re supposed to 

be doing right now?” I said, “Yes, sir.” He 

said, “Well, son, who are you more afraid of 

— them fools or God?”

That conversation changed my life, 

because I, in that moment, was forced to 

really appreciate the decisions that many 

people had made before me that ultimately 

I had benefited from. So in my job now, 

having gone from the mailroom to being 

CEO of the parent company, I constantly 

come back to that conversation and 

whether it’s working with people within 

the organization to push people to step out 

affirmatively in support of marriage equality 

and the LGBT community, whether it’s 

taking on the Tea Party, whether it’s pushing 

a politician to stand up and do the right 

thing on the death penalty. The example 

of that small-town Southern publisher 

who, every time his newspaper was burned 

down, rebuilt it. Every time they threatened 

him, he kept on going. When I was scared, 

This was his third trial. All that happened 

was a tractor’s tire had burned, but because 

the tire was attached to the tractor and the 

tractor was worth a lot of money, it was 

enough for grand arson. So if he was found 

guilty, he would have gone to prison for 30 

years.

I came to my publisher at my newspaper. 

My newspaper had been firebombed twice 

in the 10 years I worked there and would be 

firebombed again about three years after I 

left. My beat was public corruption, and the 

last person to have the beat was a woman 

who was gang raped by [the] police officers 

she was investigating. In that context, I 

went to the publisher and said the death 

threats are getting specific and credible, 

and I’m not sure I should continue with 

this investigation. He said to me, “Son, do 

you feel like you’re doing what God called 

you to do?” I said, “Sir, respectfully, that’s 

kind of a deep question for 7 o’clock in the 

morning.” He asked more plainly, “Do you 

What lessons have you learned as the 

leader of one of the nation’s largest African-

American civil rights organization that 

could be translated into leadership in 

other arenas, such as politics and business?

Courage is cheap and yet our most 

valuable commodity. Courage really just 

comes down to making a decision that 

you’re going to do the right thing. It doesn’t 

cost anything to do that except for what it 

takes to overcome your own fears.

When I was a young investigative 

reporter in Mississippi, while on hiatus 

from college, I was investigating the case of 

a farmer who was being framed for arson. 

And there was evidence that the sheriff may 

have been involved in framing him. The 

sheriff was not a nice person. There came 

a moment when the death threats became 

very specific and very credible—death 

threats against me for investigating the 

case—[and] the guy had two hung juries. 

Benjamin Jealous is the current President and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the National Association for the Advancement of 

Colored People (NAACP). He is the youngest person to have led the 104-year-old organization. Earlier in his career, Jealous worked 

as a journalist for a Mississippi newspaper and served extensively in the non-profit sector. As the head of the NAACP, Jealous has led 

advocacy campaigns on a wide range of issues, ranging from voter mobilization to the death penalty repeal.
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poor people. It is used disproportionately 

against people of color, specifically, black 

people. Nationally, 43 percent of death row 

is black. In Maryland, it’s 80 percent. The 

activism from the NAACP is because of all 

those reasons.

People are also morally opposed [due 

to] their religion. For instance, [due to] the 

strong Christian base in the NAACP, many 

within say, “Look, Jesus told us to leave 

vengeance unto the Lord.” There are moral 

objections. There are religious objections. 

There are secular moral objections. It is 

racist. It is targeted solely toward poor 

people.

What gets the majority of people to 

support the abolition of the death penalty 

is that at the end of the day, it’s broken for 

all of those reasons and it’s racially biased, 

and it is extremely biased against the poor. 

It also happens to not work. It’s not an 

effective deterrent. It is very expensive. And 

it is not always accurate in its application. 

We have sent a lot of innocent people in this 

country to death row, and there’s reason to 

believe that we’ve killed more than a dozen 

in the last 40 years. When you put that all 

together — some people say it’s against 

their faith, some people say its racist and 

biased against the poor — most people can 

get to a place where they say, “It just doesn’t 

work and we’re better than this.”

We’re the only western nation that still 

practices the death penalty. We’re one of 

a handful of nations that still practices it. 

Among those nations are North Korea, 

Saudi Arabia, China, [and] Somalia —  

governments we really don’t want to be 

associated with. We see ourselves as a 

beacon for human rights, and you simply 

cannot be a beacon for human rights in the 

21st century and practice the death penalty. 

With the election and re-election of 

President Obama, there was lots of 

dialogue about the nation moving toward 

a post-racial era. Others thought that this 

was a rose-tinted view of the world. What 

are your thoughts on the progress that the 

nation has made toward racial equality 

and social justice over the past four years?

I’ll say this in three parts. The election 

of President Obama, more specifically the 

breaking of the color barrier at the White 

House was a big moment for our country. It 

signaled that any child could be president. 

[he] encouraged me to acknowledge my 

fear, but to move beyond it. Courage is 

cheap — it’s free — but it’s priceless.

The repeal of the death penalty just passed 

in Maryland, which was a big milestone 

for the NAACP. At the same time, it has 

only been passed in certain states so far. 

How do you see the repeal of the death 

penalty playing out on a national scale? 

Do you think the repeal will be passed state 

by state, or do you think the repeal could 

be passed as a national policy?

Maryland is the first state south of the 

Mason-Dixon Line to repeal the death 

penalty. It’s the sixth state in six years to 

abolish the death penalty. It’s the eighteenth 

overall. Seventeen years ago, when I was 

a young organizer, I went to work for the 

National Coalition to Abolish the Death 

Penalty, and our strategy for 20 years was to 

repeat the victory of 1972, which was to go 

to the Supreme Court under the Fourteenth 

Amendment and have it abolished. That 

strategy, we tried again and again, for 20 

years and kept failing, and so at that point, 

we changed the strategy to seeking to 

abolish under the Eighth Amendment.

To do that, you have to prove two things. 

First, it’s cruel. Second, that it’s unusual. 

The primary litmus test for a punishment 

being unusual is state law. Once a majority 

of states have outlawed [it] or made it 

an illegal punishment, you can make a 

persuasive argument to the court that 

says the punishment is not just cruel, it’s 

unusual and therefore a violation of the 

Eighth Amendment.

So we now have a ways to go. There are 

four more states in play this year — Kansas, 

Colorado, Delaware, New Hampshire —  

and while I don’t think we will necessarily 

win all those battles this year, I’m very 

optimistic that if we’ve won six battles in 

the last six years, we can win eight battles in 

the next eight years. And be in the Supreme 

Court within two years of that and abolish 

it within the next decade. 

Can you explain why the NAACP opposes 

the death penalty?

The NAACP was founded to end 

lynching. We’ve always seen the death 

penalty as being a sanitized version of the 

same thing. It is used exclusively against 

For the first time in our country, any child 

could be president, because a black man 

became president in a year when everyone 

knew that a woman would be president. 

Hillary Clinton was the assumed victor.

It wasn’t just a black man. It was a black 

man who was the son of an immigrant 

from East Africa. The young people being 

raised at this moment are the children of 

the first generation of parents who don’t 

have to second-guess their children on 

general principle when the child says that 

they’re going to be president. There may 

be specific reasons about the child, but 

[parents] won’t say, “Baby, nobody like 

you can be president,” and that’s been the 

source of many ulcers for many parents for 

many years. [Before as] a child — whether 

it’s because she’s a girl, or because he’s black, 

or because the family has only been in 

this country for one generation — by the 

time you’re six you know you’re going to 

president, but by the time you’re 16, you 

will know otherwise. President Obama’s 

election changed that for all of us in an 

instant because of the context in which it 

happened, because of the totality of who he 

is.

With that said, the reason that they call 

the academic discipline of politics “political 

science” is because as in physics, in politics, 

whenever there’s an action, there’s an equal 

and opposite reaction. The breaking of the 

color barrier at the White House was a big 

action in a country for which historically 

it has been understood that only white 

men can be president. So we should not 

be surprised [with] the rise of Tea Party. 

You see simultaneously the expansion of 

militarized white supremacist organizations 

around the country. The good news in that 

is that those groups tend to be small and 

growing smaller, if you look at their base in 

the country. And they’re acting exactly like 

a political force [whose] days are numbered 

by the demographics of the country and by 

the rise of your generation, which isn’t just 

the most diverse generation in our history, 

it’s the least hung up on race and ethnicity. 

The most likely to be willing to see their 

fellow American as simply that — their 

fellow American. For all those reasons, the 

last four years have ultimately made me feel 

more optimistic.

This interview contains minor edits for 

grammar and clarity.
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